RAWLINSON
& HUNTER

ANNOUNCEMENT
Rawlinson & Hunter Singapore welcomes
Katharine Haggie as Tax Manager
At the turn of the year Katharine joined the firm in Singapore having
transferred from Rawlinson & Hunter in the UK where she was based
in the London office. Katharine was part of the managerial team of the
business tax department in London and joins us as Tax Manager. She
has over ten years’ experience covering private client tax, all aspects
of the taxation of companies and accounting and compliance for
corporates with a UK presence. She has experience in providing a full
client service addressing both advisory and compliance aspects and
delivering a tailored service to clients often with complex interests both
in the UK and overseas jurisdictions.
Katharine has a wealth of experience in UK property ownership and the associated tax and
compliance which comes from holding property personally or through a structure. She is well
versed on this evolving landscape as HMRC introduce greater tax exposure to foreign owners of
UK property through key announcements made in the November 2017 Budget in respect of
commercial property following recently enacted and further provisional changes to the taxation of
residential property.
Katharine has worked in the London office for a number of years where she has developed key
contacts with whom she will be working closely to deliver the highest level of service to clients
who are based in, or have connections with, Singapore and Asia. She also takes over as
manager of the tax team in Singapore where we currently deliver a full local tax service to our
clients.
She holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Leeds (UK) and holds designations
including ACA (Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales) and CTA (Chartered
Institute of Taxation).
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